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ABSTRACT: Tumor-derived extracellular vesicles (EVs) are under
intensive study for their potential as noninvasive diagnosis biomarkers.
Most EV-based cancer diagnostic assays trace supernumerary of a single
cancer-associated marker or marker signatures. These types of biomarker
assays are either subtype-specific or vulnerable to be masked by high
background signals. In this study, we introduce using the β-sheet richness
(BR) of the tumor-derived EVs as an effective way to discriminate EVs
originating from malignant and nonmalignant cells, where EV contents are
evaluated as a collective attribute rather than single factors. Circular
dichroism, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, fluorescence staining
assays, and a de novo workflow combining proteomics, bioinformatics, and
protein folding simulations were employed to validate the collective attribute
at both cellular and EV levels. Based on the BR of the tumorous EVs, we integrated immunoprecipitation and fluorescence labeling
targeting the circulating tumor-derived EVs in serum and developed the process into a clinical assay, named EvIPThT. The assay can
distinguish patients with and without malignant disease in a pilot cohort, with weak correlations to prognosis biomarkers, suggesting
the potential for a cancer screening panel with existing prognostic biomarkers to improve overall performance.
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Extracellular vesicles (EVs), which contain biomolecules
from parental cells, play important roles in cell−cell

signaling,1−4 immune response,5 and metastasis.6,7 EVs have
been recognized as an excellent biomarker reservoir for the
detection of many types of cancers, including colorectal, breast,
and pancreatic cancer.8−14 EVs released into circulation are
under intensive investigation to tap the theoretical potential as
noninvasive detection biomarkers for their preponderance
compared with other candidates such as circulating tumor
cells.15−17 Most of these studies focus on EV single protein/
RNA/mutant DNA allele or molecular signatures based on
multiplex assays, but suchmarkers are problematic since they are
either subtype-specific leading to false-negative or easily masked
by high background signals in the liquid biopsy, leading to false-
positives.18,19 To date, none of the candidate markers have been
approved for cancer screening in clinical practice, which
underlies the problem in many liquid biopsy studies including
the current EV marker discovery approaches. Translating
disease-derived EVs into biomarkers has also been challenging
due to the lack of simple methods for EV analysis. Conventional
detection technologies require time-consuming and labor-
intensive isolation and purification procedures (e.g., ultra-
centrifugation or multistep filtration), followed by EV
quantification and/or analyses of EV molecular contents.4,20−22

The common practice of EV quantitation is through scattering-

based nanoparticle tracking analysis (Nanosight) or tunable
resistive pulse sensing (qNano), which are counting-based
quantification bearing considerable variations.23−28 Most of
these techniques would be impractical for clinical use since they
require relatively large sample volumes, are complex, low-
throughput, and expensive, and have long turnaround times.
Protein quantification and analysis are well-accepted

approaches for EV-based biomarker discovery but limited to
the identification without structural information.We studied the
collective attribute of EV by analyzing the secondary structure of
the EV proteins using circular dichroism (CD), Fourier
transform infrared (FT-IR), and fluorescent staining rather
than single biomarkers. We found malignant cell secretes more
β-sheet-rich proteins into EVs than their nonmalignant
counterparts. Theoretical rationale integrating proteomics,
bioinformatics, and protein folding simulation also concluded
the β-sheet richness (BR) of the malignant cells and EVs
considering the individual proteins’ contributions. Furthermore,
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the theoretical validation workflow highlighted an extended
analysis combining protein−protein interaction and enrichment
analysis, providing unprecedented opportunities to interrogate
the stereochemical features associated with malignancy.
Krafft et al. introduced the secondary structural signature of

EV as a cancer screening marker.29 However, intricated
equipment (FT-IR and Raman spectrometry) and EV
purification requirements hinder further translational develop-
ment. To develop a cancer screening assay targeting BR of
circulating tumor-derived EVs, we designed a protocol

integrating immunoprecipitation (IP) and fluorescence detec-
tion, named EvIPThT. The assay readout of a retrospective pilot
cohort showed sufficient discriminatory power comparing
samples from cancer cases, disease controls and healthy donors,
and a weak correlation to the concurrent prognosis biomarkers.
Since no BR change was observed in the chemo-treated
malignant cells compared with nontreated ones, the simple,
inexpensive, low sample (100 μL) and time consumption (1 h),
high-throughput, and automatable EvIPThT assay shows

Figure 1. β-sheet richness (BR) is a feature of PDAC cells and EVs. (A) CD spectra (stacked), peak value at 222 and 208 nm (due to π→ π* and n→
π* transition, respectively) of the cellular and EV proteins’ CD spectra at a protein concentration of 0.5 and 0.2 mg/mL, respectively. (B) Absorption
involves the promotion of an electron to a higher state (left), and a schematic cartoon of the α-helix-rich normal EVs and β-sheet-rich tumorous EVs
(right). (C) Second derivative IR spectra (left) of amide I region for protein secondary structure accessing, and relative intensities of amide I bands
providing the spectroscopic β-sheet-to-α-helix ratio (right). (D) Chemical structure of ThT and its binding example to β-sheets (adapted from
3decision.discngine.com). (E) Confocal micrographs of cells stained with 50 nM ThT. Scale bars represent 10 μm. (F) Flow cytometry measurement
of ThT-stained cells (left). Fluorescence intensity of the ThT-stained proteins from cellular and EV lysates (right). H: HPNE;M:MIA PaCa-2; and P:
PANC-1. Error bars, mean ± s.e.m; n = 3; n.s., not significant; and p values were determined by unpaired two-tailed t-tests.
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Figure 2. BR analysis by combining proteomics, bioinformatics, and simulations. (A) BR analysis workflow. (B) Scatter plot paring β-sheet percentage
(BP) and protein richness (Q). (C) Protein structural constitute of cells at cellular and EV levels. (D) PPI heat map sorted by the relative quantity of
the proteins (Q). Each node (x and y axes) represents a protein ranked by relative protein quantity (Q). n = 1,103,777 for malignant and nonmalignant
cells, respectively. (E) Circular PPI network graphs sorted by BP. Node size represents Q. (F) Comparative GO term enrichment analysis result. ΔE
denotes the enrichment score difference between malignant and nonmalignant cells. Terms in the LNC category with ΔE > 0 were shown. (G) BR
(top) and BP distribution (bottom) of the mitochondrial proteins. Nonmalignant: HPNE; Malignant: MIA PaCa-2.
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promise as a cancer screening assay, filling the translational gaps
left by current EV detection applications.

■ RESULTS

Tumorous EV Proteins Are β-Sheet-Rich. CD spectros-
copy, defined as the unequal absorption of left-handed and right-
handed circularly polarized light, is a sophisticated and excellent
indicator for rapidly evaluating the secondary structure and
folding and binding properties of proteins.30 Secondary
structural elements of protein (α-helix and β-sheet and random
coil) have their CD spectra features. However, CD analysis
targets mostly purified single proteins and peptides.31 Using CD
for characterizing EV proteins is underexplored. Thus, we
designed and optimized an experimental protocol for character-
izing EV using CD measurement. We analyzed EVs isolated
from three pancreas cell lines: a cell line derived by
immortalization of primary ductal pancreas cells [HPNE (H),
nonmalignant] and two representative primary pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma (PDAC) cell lines (malignant) with different
genotypes [PANC-1 (P) and MIA PaCa-2 (M)]. We observed
significant differences in the CD spectrum between malignant
and non-malignant at both cellular and EV levels (Figure 1A).
By scrutinizing the far-UV spectra, non-malignant cells and EVs
presented profiles similar to a typical α-helix abundant protein,
while malignant counterparts presented a classic β-sheet-
abundant protein profile.32 Therefore, we hypothesized that α-
helix is richer in non-malignant EVs, whereas β-sheets are richer
in tumorous EVs (schemed in Figure 1B). It is comparatively
easy to validate the α-helix richness in non-malignant EVs
because α-helix is featured by negative bands at 222 and 208 nm
and due to π→ π* and n → π* transition, respectively (Figure
1B).33 The corresponding negative level of these two peaks
(Figure 1A) verified the first hypothesis that nonmalignant
compared to malignant cells are richer in α-helix at both the
cellular and EV levels. Such an n → π* transition, involving
protein carbonyl and amide groups, has been estimated to
require 5 to 25% of the energy compared with a standard
hydrogen bond.34 This is consistent with the Warburg effect
which proposes that nonmalignant cells consume less energy
than malignant cells.35

The other hypothesis that tumorous EVs are richer in β-sheets
than EVs from nonmalignant origins, however, is not practical to
prove by CD peaks because the spectra of predominant β-sheets
have π→ π* transitions with magnitudes that are typically three
to five times smaller than those generated by α-helix and thus are
easily masked.33 FT-IR spectroscopy measuring the wavelength
and intensity of the absorption of IR radiation is another useful
tool for determining the secondary structure of proteins.36 The
broad envelope of the amide I region (1700−1600 cm−1) can be
resolved to individual band components, which characterize the
α-helical, β-sheet, and random content of the given proteins.29,37

We thus investigated the protein secondary structure of the EVs
through the second derivative IR spectra of the amide I band
(Figure 1C left). EV changes in the protein secondary structure
were witnessed by favoring α-helix (band component at 1653
cm−1) or β-sheet conformations (1635 and 1644 cm−1). The
integrated intensity of the α-helix band with a peak at 1653 cm−1

as Aα and β-sheet with a peak at 1633 and 1644 as Aβ were used
to calculate the spectroscopic β-to-α ratio: Aα/Aβ. Quantitative
analysis by integrating each band elucidated that the β-sheet-to-
α-helix ratio was significantly higher in tumorous EVs than
normal ones (Figure 1C right). This is evidence to support the

second hypothesis that the β-sheet is richer in the tumorous EV
proteins.
To provide further evidence for the second hypothesis, we

conducted thioflavin T (ThT) staining (Figure 1E). ThT is a
proven tool to bind with β-sheets (Figure 1D), giving a strong
fluorescence signal at approximately 482 nmwhen excited at 450
nm upon binding.38−40 Fluorescence microscopy and flow
cytometry results (Figure 1E,F left) confirmed the BR of the
tumorous cells. EV level and cell lysate staining were detected
under a fluorescence plate reader (Figure 1F), confirming the
BR in tumorous EVs. These experimental observations (CD,
FT-IR, and ThT staining), together, suggested that proteins in
PDAC tumor cells and EVs are richer in β-sheets than their non-
malignant counterparts.

β-Sheet Richness in Tumorous Cells and EVs by
Counting Individual Proteins. CD, FT-IR spectrometry,
and ThT staining assay reveal the aggregate attributes of protein
in the EV and cell compartments without identifying individual
proteins’ contributions. We next investigated the secondary
structure contribution of individual proteins. Modern mass
spectrometry-based protein profiling introduces not only
individual identification but also the quantitative information
of individual protein contained in the sample, thus helping in
comparative proteomics to enumerate the proteins in malignant
and nonmalignant tissue at both cellular and EV levels. We
designed a workflow to process proteomics result for the
structural richness of the samples combining bioinformatics and
simulation (Figure 2A). Briefly, each protein identified in the
proteomics study was searched for in the protein databank
(UniProt). The secondary structure information was used to
calculate typical secondary structural configuration percentages
for the protein. The primary sequence from the database was
used in secondary structure prediction software to estimate the
structural percentage. Since most of the proteins in the protein
bank do not have completed secondary structure information,
the final structural percentage of each protein was estimated
using the following equation, BP = pBPdb + (1 − p)BPsim, where
p is the percentage of the sequence length with a known
structure in the protein bank and BPdb and BPsim are the β-sheet
percentages (BPs) calculated from the protein database and
simulation, respectively. The BR of a protein in the sample was
defined as BR = BP·Q, counting the relative quantity (Q) and BP
of the protein. The BR of a sample was thus the sum of BR,
denoted as ∑BR. Following the workflow, we reanalyzed our
comparative proteomics result attained for one PDAC cell line
[MIA PaCa-2 (M), malignant] and one immortalized normal
human ductal epithelial cell line [HPNE (H), nonmalignant] at
both EV and cellular levels.41

Pairing protein richness (defined as the percentage of
individual proteins in the sample, Q) with the BP of the protein,
the scatter plot (Figure 2B) demonstrates more β-sheet-rich
proteins fell into the high richness quadrant (top-left) for
malignant cells than nonmalignant counterparts. After removing
all the overlapped proteins between nonmalignant and
malignant cells, the same trend is observed. To obtain the
collective structural richness counting individual protein’s
contribution, we investigated all secondary structures (α-helix,
β-sheet, and random coil) at both cellular and EV levels
following the workflow and similar calculation. Malignant cells
and EVs contain higher BR (∑BR) than nonmalignant
counterparts (Figure 2C). This result confirms the higher BR
of the malignant cells and EVs by investigating individual
protein’s structural contribution. Notably, both nonmalignant
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and malignant cells exhibited higher BR at the cellular level than
EVs, but the ratio differences between EV and cellular BR were
similar (∼82%). This observation suggests that passive
exocytosis occurs from the cell into the EV with no sorting
preference for β-sheet-rich proteins.
The abovementioned workflow potentiates a new analysis

combining protein−protein interaction (PPI) information. We
integrated the PPI result retrieved from the STRING42 database
to the proteomics result at the cellular level. It is noteworthy that
the interactions are denser for proteins with high quantity within
both nonmalignant and malignant cells (Figure 2D). The

unbalanced interaction distribution of the malignant cells
highlights the impact of the high abundance proteins to
biological functions. We further combined PPI, BR, and relative
quantity (Q) into circular network graphs (Figure 2E).
Malignant cells presented a more complicated interaction
network than nonmalignant. It advocates using collective
attributes for cancer detection rather than a single protein
hallmark, considering the complex protein−protein interaction
context in tumor cells, making it difficult to attribute cancer
development and progression to any one specific protein. This
also explained why previous single markers have failed in various

Figure 3. EvIPThT, a noninvasive screening option targeting tumorous EV BR. (A) Diagram of EvIPThT combining IP and ThT staining. (B) TEM
images showing IP enrichment of EpCAM + EVs. (C)Western blotting analysis of EpCAM and CD9 in H and P cells. (D) Assay validation with anti-
EpCAM and CD9 for IP. The case sample was constructed by spiking 5% EVs from PANC-1 cells into serum from a healthy donor. Control (ctrl):
serum from the healthy donor (n = 4). (E) ThT staining only without IP for the case and ctrl sample (n = 4). (F) EvIPThT readout in healthy donors,
PDAC, and pancreatitis (PT) patients (n = 6, 15, and 9, respectively). (G) ROC curve for EvIPThT from the pilot cohort. (H) Kendall correlation
coefficients of EvIPThT to circulating CA19-9 and CEA, tumor stage and grade. (I) Viability of MIA PaCa-2 cells with and without gemcitabine
(GEM) treatment (50 μM). (J−L) CD spectra, peak value at 222 and 208 nm (due to π→ π* and n→ π* transition, respectively), of theMIA PaCa-2
cellular proteins’ CD spectra at a protein concentration of 0.5 mg/mL. H: HPNE; M: MIA PaCa-2; and P: PANC-1. Error bars, mean ± s.e.m; n = 3;
n.s., not significant; and p values were determined by unpaired two-tailed t-tests.
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clinical situations to represent the complicated tumor cells, such
as reporting false-positive.43 Of note, the relative quantity (Q) of
the protein dispersed over BP in nonmalignant cells but not in
the malignant cells. Moreover, the denser interactions at a high
BP (bottom-left corner) in malignant cells reveal the crucial
effects of β-sheets on the biological functions of the tumor cell.
These results suggest that β-sheet-rich proteins may play
important roles in malignant cells, which endorse the secondary
structure as a collective attribute to indicate the tumor cells’
intricate homeostasis.
To gain functional insights into the β-sheet-rich proteins of

tumor cells, gene ontology (GO) term enrichment analysis was
conducted comparatively using the BRs of the proteome (Figure
S1).WithΔE denoting the enrichment score difference between
malignant and nonmalignant cells, GO enrichment analysis
within local network cluster (LNC) (Figure 2F) showed the β-
sheet preference in malignant cells. Specifically, proteins related
to BCL2 associated agonist of cell death (BAD) activation
anchored on the mitochondrion membrane44 were β-sheet-
enriched. Altered energy metabolism plays a central role in
cancer development and progression, and increased mitochon-
drial abundance is a common characteristic of tumors that
exhibit worse clinical outcomes.45,46 Inspired by the enrichment
analysis result, we next examined the BR over mitochondrial
proteome (Figure 2G). Interestingly, both nonmalignant and
malignant mitochondrial proteome showed higher BR than the
cellular proteome (compared with Figure 2C). Since β-sheets
consume more energy to fold, BR of the mitochondrion is
consistent with its powerhouse organelle attribute. However, the
richness difference between mitochondrial and cellular proteins
(23.2 vs 20.2%) is higher in malignant cells. This result may
explain the inefficiency of the aerobic glycolysis in tumor cells
since more energy disperses in β-sheet-rich proteins of the
mitochondrion.
Altogether, the workflow combining bioinformatics and

simulation to analyze the proteomics result can serve as a de
novomethodology. It validated the BR of the tumor cells at both
cellular and EV levels by counting individual protein’s
contribution and enabled two further analyses PPI and
enrichment analysis that links stereochemistry and biological
function of the proteins, providing deeper insights into the
tumor biology by means of energy distribution.
EvIPThT, Development of Clinical Method Using the

Secondary Structure of Circulating EV Proteins. Although
a significant secondary structure difference was observed
between EV from nonmalignant and malignant origins,
PDAC-derived EVs are expected to constitute a small fraction
of the total serum EV population. Even for the malignant
patients at the latest stage, tumorous EVs in the circulation
system are comparatively minor. The signal from β-sheets
contributed by these EVs could be masked by heterogeneous
signals arising from the bulk of circulating EVs derived from
nonmalignant cells.
To promote the secondary structure of the EV proteins for

noninvasive clinical diagnostics and avoid the delicate
instrumentation requirement for detection (e.g., CD or
FITR), we developed a fluorescent assay with a combination
of IP and ThT staining. In order to enrich tumor-derived EV for
detection in serum samples, the IP method targeting tumor-
derived EV’s surface antigen was conducted before indicating
BR of EV cargo proteins (including intravesicle and surface
proteins) by ThT staining (schemed in Figure 3A), termed
EvIPThT. IP is the canonical step that substantially saved time

for EV isolation. Proven as a clinical method, the key factor of
successful IP is the selection of membrane antigen. An epithelial
cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM), an epithelial cell marker that
is found overexpressed in PDAC tumors,47−50 has been used to
enrich tumor-derived EVs.51,52 TEM images were used to
validate the IP procedure for capturing tumorous EVs (Figure
3B). Western blotting (Figure 3C) was conducted to confirm
the EpCAM expression on EVs from malignant cells (P), while
common EV markers (CD9), a well-known pan EV surface
marker used to isolate EVs,53−55 expressed on EVs from both
malignant and nonmalignant cells (H). To confirm the IP
enrichment with anti-EpCAM in serum, case samples were
constructed by spiking a trace amount (5%) of tumorous EVs
into the healthy human serum, as cancer patient serummimicry.
Case samples showed significantly higher EvIPThT readout
than control (healthy serum) with anti-EpCAM but not found
with anti-CD9 (Figure 3D). Without IP enrichment, ThT
staining alone could not discriminate case and control (Figure
3E), revealing the significant effect of IP enrichment in the assay.
These data validate that tumorous EV with higher BR can be
enriched by anti-EpCAM in serum and thus highlighted the
clinical potency of using EvIPThT to differentiate cancer
patients from healthy subjects.
We next conducted EvIPThT in a pilot cohort involving

healthy control subjects, pancreatitis patients (PT), and
pancreatic cancer (PDAC) patients with stage I−IV cancer.
Analysis of the cohort revealed that the level of the EvIPThT
readout distinguishes patients with histologically validated
PDAC (n = 15) from healthy donors (n = 6) and patients
with pancreatitis (PT; n = 9; Table S1). The receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves in Figure 3G nominated EvIPThT
readout as a potential classifier to distinguish PDAC cases from
PT and healthy subjects (area under the curve, AUC, 0.84 vs
0.81). Compared with CA19-9, the clinical standard tumor
prognosis marker for patients with PDAC,56−58 EvIPThT assay
was superior in distinguishing PDAC from healthy subjects
(Table S2) but not PT. The EvIPThT level showed weak
correlations to CA19-9 and CEA, suggesting a potential
complementary method for diagnostics screening. CA19-9 and
CEA are prevailing clinical prognosis markers, and their weak
correlation to EvIPThT readout (Figure 3H) provides a hint
that the secondary structure may not be affected by treatments.
We, therefore, conducted in vitro treatment study. Malignant
cells (MIA PaCa-2) treated with gemcitabine showed a dramatic
decrease in viability (Figure 3I) but trivial CD spectrum change
and thus the peak value at 222 and 208 nm (Figure 3J−L). These
results confirmed the secondary structure might be irrelevant to
treatment. High discriminatory power (PDAC vs healthy and
PT), weak correlation to the pathological stage (AJCC), grade
classifier, CA19-9 and CEA, and independence to treatment,
together, suggested a potential clinical application of EvIPThT
in PDAC screening. Further optimization to improve precision
and repeatability, minimize time consumption, and achieve
operational simplicity will be necessary for clinical translation.

■ DISCUSSION
Stereochemical properties play a prominent role in determining
the function of the biomolecules and are widely used to evaluate
the pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic properties of drugs,
protein interactions, and the mechanisms of biorecognition.59

With advanced X-ray diffraction and cryo-electron microscopy
technology, the structures of numerous proteins have been
determined at high resolution.60 These structural explorations
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help in understanding the function of the proteins, however,
presenting technical barriers for translational approaches.
Intricate equipment, complex sample preparation process
involving protein purification, and sophisticated operator
necessity hindered the use of stereochemical information in
clinical diagnosis and prognosis. Superior to the tertiary and
quaternary structure of the proteins, which require elaborate
measurement apparatus, the methods to evaluate the secondary
structure are comparatively more accessible for clinical trans-
lation. Various direct and indirect approaches such as CD or
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) are commonly used to
explore the secondary structure.61,62 However, the size, cost, and
delicate nature of these systems limit their utility in field
hospitals, clinical laboratories, and other settings where these
factors become obstructive to translation. We studied the BR of
EV proteins in relation to the malignancy because it can be
captured noninvasively and quantified by fluorescence labeling,
which is more feasible to be applied in clinical settings.
As shown in Figure 2E, a single protein marker is susceptible

to other factors in the intricate protein−protein interactions,
thus vulnerable to represent malignant cells’ homeostasis with
more complex interactions. This is the reason that we advocated
collective attribute as a biomarker. Previously, we reported the
nucleic acid-to-protein ratio of EV as a collective attribute for
cancer detection.41 In this study, we observed significant
spectrometric differences (CD and FT-IR) between non-
malignant and malignant caused by β-sheets at both cellular
and EV levels and further confirmed by fluorescence labeling.
These experimental findings support the EV BR as a new
noninvasive collective attribute marker.
Cancer cells exhibit an altered energy metabolism through

aerobic glycolysis, even when provided with adequate oxygen.
The alterations were considered to balance the need of the cell
for energy with its equally important need for macromolecular
building blocks and maintenance of redox balance.63 Our
observations provide a potential rationale for the superior energy
demand of the cancer cells by protein folding. We found that
malignant cells are richer in β-sheets and so is the exocytosis.
Since β-sheets consume more energy to form the other
secondary structures (α-helix and random coil), the biosynthesis
of these β-sheet-rich proteins thus cost more energy in
malignant cells. Although it cannot rule out the tertiary and
quaternary structure’s impact, our secondary structural findings
highlighted a new analysis bridging the energy metabolism and
stereochemical information.
Warburg theory advocated that mitochondrial abnormity

plays a vital role in the development and progression of cancer.
In PDAC cells, the abnormity exhibit enhanced mitochondria
activity.64 In our previous studies, we identified superior
mitochondrial mass in PDAC cells (PANC-1, BxPC3, and
MIA PaCa-2) than nonmalignant cells (HPNE).41 Similarly,
there are more mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) in tumor cells at
both the cellular and EV levels. Quantitatively elevated
mitochondrial proteins from the proteomic study also featured
the enhancement of mitochondrial activity in PDAC tumor cells.
In this study, excessive β-sheet-rich mitochondrial proteins in
malignant cells (Figure 2G) may serve as another manifestation
of the Warburg effect.
In the functional enrichment analysis, we observed β-sheet

enrichment in the activation of BAD, regulating protein
insertion into the mitochondrial membrane of tumor cells
(Figure 2F). Thus, these signals related to the apoptosis
activation require more energy to function in tumor cells,44

setting a higher energy barrier for activating programmed cell
death to facilitate unrestricted growth. Tumor cells evolve these
β-sheet-rich signals as defects in apoptosis, which might provide
a survival advantage in the metabolic catastrophe that promotes
tumorigenesis.63

PDAC has a 5-year survival rate of less than 5%, which has
remained unchanged over the past 25 years.65 Despite
intensively studied, none of the available biomarkers possess a
sufficiently high accuracy to be implemented for PDAC
screening, even in high-risk patients. Serum CA19-9 as the
most common clinical biomarker with a sensitivity of 70−80%
but specificity less than 50% is currently employed as a treatment
efficacy marker for PDAC rather than a diagnostic marker
because of its correlation to tumor size and stage.66,67 Recently,
many biomarkers such as CEA, CA242, CA-125, MUC-1, CEA-
CAM1, MIC-1, MMP-9, Lectins, REG4, osteopontin, k-ras
mutation, and gene methylation were assessed for PDAC
diagnosis.67−69 However, considering both performance and
implementation, serum CA19-9, although not satisfying,
remains dominant in clinical practice. There is a need for the
development of noninvasive but highly discriminatory methods
for the detection of PDAC.We developed the clinically oriented
assay, EvIPThT, to use the BR of circulating tumorous EV for
screening. The assay consisted of IP and fluorescence detection,
which are both well-accepted clinical methods, to solve the
technical challenges for the new screening markers. High
discrimination power and irrelevancy to the treatment featured
the new assay as a candidate for PDAC screening comple-
mentary to the prevalent CA19-9. Further study is necessary to
determine whether the EV BR is a specified marker for PDAC,
adenocarcinoma, or a pan-cancer marker. However, the assay is
flexible by switching the IP antibody to accommodate different
types of cancer screening.
In summary, we confirmed the BR of the tumorous EV

through CD measurement, FT-IR, and fluorescence labeling
(ThT) and validated the experimental findings by combining
quantitative proteomics result with secondary structure
information from bioinformatics and simulation studies.
Furthermore, we developed the finding into a PDAC screening
assay, EvIPThT, integrated IP for tumorous EV enrichment in
liquid biopsy, and ThT staining for labeling β-sheets. The
combination featured with significant time saving (<0.75 h)
compared with other EV detection involving EV isolation (e.g.,
ultracentrifugation > 3 h) and low sample consumption (100 μL
serum). We found in our pilot study that EvIPThT readout
presented high discriminatory power (PDAC vs healthy and
PT) and weak correlations to the prognosis markers, suggesting
cancer screening potential. Since both IP and fluorescence
assays are automation-friendly and high-throughput, EvIPThT
is seamlessly compatible with the current clinical laboratory
setting, potentiating a feasible noninvasive cancer screening
method.

■ METHODS
Detailed methods are provided in the Supporting Information.
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